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A single moment’s reflection
of time in a backward direction
of precious days gone by
between which so many wonderful memories lie
With a little laughter and a few years,
Let us journey through our past four years
As freshman year approached and came to be
It became evident that we held our future’s key
We were like seeds planted far beneath the ground,
ready to grow, but not quite sure of what was waiting to be found
We feared and we dreamt of how college life would be
but no one could tell us, only we could set the truth free
As sophomore year came near
We felt more confident and less fear
We were faced with new challenges, and opportunity to grow
And searched for familiar faces and people we would like to know
To be our friends and always at our side
with nothing to fear and nothing to hide.
Junior year came so quickly, and seemed as fleeting as an April shower
But through that year we gained much insight, knowledge, and power
So that as 1988 came upon us, we blossomed into a beautiful flower
And as the present swiftly progressed into the past
Friendships made became strong and were built to last
And for those friendships that survived stormy weather
A tight bond formed like a chain welded together
Many took pride to be a strong link in this chain
In hopes that the closeness now shared will forever remain.
Closeness such as simple moments of love shared
Whether it be a look, a smile, a tear
Forever standing by and always being there
to share their love and show us they care
Gather these sweet memories and store them in your mind
so that when the world seems empty, cold, and unkind
Just close your eyes, and remember memories are ours to borrow
to get us through to another tomorrow
Recall both the shared good times and bad
for these friends are the best anyone ever had
With a soothimg smile, a gentle sigh
To these friends we bid a tearful thanks and goodbye
But remember, goodbye does not mean forever
The memories we made at Merrimack are ours to treasure
AnS^lfiough we may be miles apart
We will always remain in our friends’ hearts
For May 15, 1988, does not mean our friendships end
Because we know to find our strength in friends.










The 1988 Yearbook Staff
would like to take this time to
thank you.
We appreciated all the
smiles and laughs you have us
throughout this past year. It
was nice to see a friendly face
when our work was getting
frustrating.
Thanks for the incentive.
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SPRING BREAK — 1988
Each Spring a group of Merrimack students spend their Spring Break serving those who are less privileged than
ourselves. This year was no different. Seventeen students and Patty McAndrews, campus minister, went to Orland,
Maine and worked with the H.O.M.E. (Homeworkers Organized for More Employment) Cooperative. H.O.M.E. has a
vertically integrated economic system and we participated in much of it. We harvested trees, worked the sawmill and
milled lumber and shingles and then built homes with it. There is also time for some rest and relaxation. Throughout the
course of the week self-confidence is gained, firm friendships are formed and there is satisfaction from having partici-
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NANCY ANDRADE & JEAN CHASE




DEBURRA & CYNDI GOZDZ
SPECIAL THANKS TO CAROL TAYLOR, TOM
BARNES & FR. SHAW.




To the Class of 1988,
Every four years a large group of people from various
locations around the world, with different lifestyles and
languages are brought together as one at the Olympics.
Each of these people have their own values, person-
alities, opinions, religious beliefs and political views.
Yet, they are all striving for the same goal - THE OLYMPIC
MEDAL! Although they start as strangers and competitors they
all gain a bonding through mutual respect. Even their
supporters learn to accept and applaude for their competition.
When all is over it does not seem to be the actual accomp-
lishment that is remembered as much as the friends made and
the time shared along the way.
It is for this reason that we have chosed the OLYMPIC
THEME for this edition of the MERRIMACKAN. We, the Class of
1988, were all strangers when we met four years ago. We all
came from different backgrounds with different values and
opinions. Yet, we too were all reaching for the same goal.
Our days at MERRIMACK our all over now. Lets never
forget the friends we made and the time we shared together.
Best of luck everyone.
The '88 Staff
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